antigen-antibody explanation.?The morbid process in allergy is the same as that which occurs in anaphylaxis. The antibody is found in two localities : (1) in the blood stream as free antibody, and (2) in the tissues as fixed antibody. The undesirable reaction occurs in 3 stages : (1) The (Topley, 1933) . The union between the antigen and the antibody can occur only when there is more of the fixed antibody than of the free antibody; that is, when the free antibody cannot engage all the injected antigen.
Incongruities in the explanation.?Flaws have been found in this explanation specially in explaining desensitization : (1) It has been said that freedom from anaphylactic shock assumes greater avidity for the antigen of the free antibody than of the fixed antibody; while the opposite must be assumed in the desensitization of the sensitized animal by minute [Dec., 1948 animals.
Antiserum produced in chickens, against the serum, does not fix with the serum complement derived from a guinea-pig; while an antiserum produced in rabbits does so readily and provides an instance of the strongest complement-fixation reaction, if not the strongestreaction in immunology (Greval, Bhattacharji and Das, 1946 (Alexander, 1947b) .
(2) Pollen allergy.?This is the typical hay fever. Other foreign proteins, etc., taken into the system with inspiration, act in the same way. House dust is specially important although the actual offending antigen in it is still unknown.
The dust has not been found to vary with the locality in America although it may vary with buildings (Black, 1948 (Criep, 1945) . Workers of experience, however, have come to the conclusion that asthma is best described as (a) non-infective asthma in which skin tests with various known allergens are positive and (b) infective asthma which is really due to bacterial allergy (Cooke, 1945 (Parish, 1948) . The hypersensitiveness must be an asset. Among nurses and medical students it is the tuberculin-negative subjects that need: care, not the tuberculinpositive subjects : the hypersensitiveness again must be an asset.
The present world-wide campaign against tuberculosis aims at turning every tuberculin-negative subject into a tuberculin-positive one (Heaf and Rusby, 1948 Is a known tuberculous member in a family which lives hygienically a liability or an asset to the children ? The unexpected answer to this apparently unintelligent question was provided by village settlements of tuberculous families in England (Briegger, 1944; Burn, 1947) . ' (Macnalty, 1944) . This answer is worthy of consideration. In our country there appears to exist a tuberculosis hyperconsciousness. It is being said that there is a heavy incidence of tuberculosis; that the incidence is increasing; and that the only solution lies in building of sanatoria to isolate the infected population. We doubt the first two assertions and disagree with the third. If the incidence is really heavy, the isolation, for all practical purposes, will be impossible for years to come. If the heavy incidence is also increasing, the isolation, for all practical purposes, will be impossible for more years to come (Todd, 1946) .
Chronic focal infection of several kinds produces similar well-known patterns of disease through allergy.?Thus arc produced periarteritis nodosa, scleroderma, dermatomyosites, disseminated lupus erythematosus, the LibmanSacks' syndrome and other related conditions (Alexander, 1947a Competition between antigens.?More than three antigens may so overwhelm the system that it may not produce a strong antibody against any of them. Even two of them may weaken each other's power to produce an antibody. This is specially seen in iso-immunization in pregnancies. An Rh-positive husband iso-immunizes an Rh-negative wife more often when he can act as a donor of blood to her than when he cannot so act.
Two incompatibilities fail to produce antibodies while one does not. A prophylaxis against iso-immunization (or severe iso-immunization) has been devised on this assumption. The expectant mother is given TAB vaccine which competes with the Rh antigen entering the circulation from the foetus. A case has been reported in this journal (Ranganathan, 1948 the para-sympathetic system (Alexander, 1947a; Bray, 1948) .
Species-specific and organ-specific allergy? Endophthalmitis phacoanaphylactica is an inflammatory reaction in the eye following trauma to the lens or after operation for cataract in cases in which lens substance remains in the eye. The lens protein acts as an organ-specific antigen which forms an antibody (Cooke, loc. cit.). The paralysis following the brain vaccine treatment, as a prophylaxis against rabies, is attributed to the development of an organspecific antibody which acts 011 the nervous system of the patient (Rivers, 1948 Psychotherapy has a place in allergy, specially between attacks of asthma. This, however, is no aspersion on cases of allergy. The allergic subjects must possess an adequately functioning nervous system. In America, the disease while affecting about 10 per cent of the general population is hardly ever found in lunatic asylums (Black, loc. 
